ENTRANCE EXAMS.

A meeting of the College Entrance Examination Board was held recently, at which it was voted to materially change the character of entrance to our largest universities in the near future. The following paper was submitted as an example of how the questions are to be treated next:

Entrance Examination Questions:

1. Who discovered America?

2. Name ten prominent infielders of the present time.

3. Give the methods of throwing a spit ball; a slant and a sidestream.

4. Draw a baseball diamond, showing the ten positions.

5. What is the best position for the pitcher?

6. Draw a freshhand sketch of a football field, showing positions of the players at the kickoff.

7. Name the eleven positions on the team.

8. Outline a situation where the forward pass could be used advantageously, tracing the path of the ball as thrown.

9. What is the best method of putting an umpire out of commission?

10. Who discovered America?

When President Hightower of the Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical Institute attempted to prohibit men students from visiting young women students in the class rooms and libraries out of study hours, the students went out on a strike, and Governor Brewer has declared he will call out the militia, if necessary, to protect loyal students.

Ballots for Vice-President of the Electrical Engineering Society may be obtained now at the Cage. There are two candidates, H. S. Randell, Jr., and J. A. Tenenbaum.

The most important business of the evening was the reading of the report of the committee appointed to draw up a constitution. This committee consisted of Professor Vogel, of the Faculty, A. B. English and L. L. Custer. After much careful consideration and discussion the articles of the constitution proposed by the committee were adopted.

The association will be called "The Technology Masonic Club," and its purpose as set forth by its new constitution is to promote mutual acquaintance and sociability among its members, but no Mason connected with the Institute in any manner whatsoever is eligible to membership in the club, and all are urged to join the association. Those men who intend to become members are requested to hand in their names to G. H. W. Kellogg, Room 18, East. Among those men present last night were Professors Vogel, Burrard Room and several instructors.

Northwestern University's annual baseball day recently netted over two hundred dollars. The proceeds are given to the University Settlement.